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LOCATION AND TOPOGRAPHY.
The area consists of a strip of country twelve to
twenty five miles wide and nearly seventy miles long,
extending from Stiles in Reagan County southwest-ward across Crockett County and Pecos County to the Big Canyon
Ranch in Terrell County. Map /12 accompanying this report
is a small scale geological map of the general region,
which shows the location of the general area covered for
this report with reference to drainage railroads &c •• The
entire area worked in detail comprises nearly 1300 sq.
miles or over 800,000 acres.
The Kansas City,Mexico and Orient Railroad crosses
the area just west of the village of Big Lake and about 85
miles west of the town of San Angelo. The main line of the
Southern Pacific Railroad between El Paso and San Antonio
passes thru the town of Sanderson ,about 30 miles south of
the southern edge of the area covered.
The main topographical features of this region consist
of high plains broken by flat topped ridges , and cut by
deep steep banked canyons, exposing bluffs of massive to
thinly bedded limestone of Lower Comanchean age •

The

valleys of the larger streams are wide and are bordered by
steep escarpments , some of which are several hundred feet
high. The elevation of the country varies from 2100 feet11
along the Pecos River to over 3000 feet on the top of the
high meaas,giving a maximum relief of about 1000 feet.

(2)

On account of the thin soil and scanty rainfall ,vegetation
is scarce and consists mainly of meequite,greasewood and
varieties of cactus.

The main industry of the region is

stock raising , cattle and sheep being the more important • The country is owned in large blocks by ranclunen and
cattle companies, and is therefore sparsely settled.
Running streams are notably absent from the entire
region with the exception of the Pecos River which flows
during the entire year.

The water in the Pecos is,

howeve~

very salty and gypsiferous and is therefore unfit for
drinking. It is not known whether or not this water could
be chemically treated so as to be fit for use in boilers
for drilling,but it is probable that it could not be done
economically. The impurities in the water probably come
from the Permian Red Beds which the river cuts through
north~west

of the area examined.

Good water can be obtained from the Trinity or Basement Sands of the Lower Comanchean ,over the entire area,
and can be reached in wells at depths varying from 150600 feet •

Windmills are successfully used by stoclanen

for pumping the many waterwells of the region.
GENERAL GEOLOGY OF REGION.
In order to point out clearly the various unconformi ties and other important features in the subsurface geol-

ogy of the area , it will be necessary to go into the general geology of this region in more or leas detail. Little
is known about the geology of the area and it has probably
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had lees attention from geologists than any other region
in the United States offering the same possibilities for
the production of oil and gas. It has been practically
ignored by the United States Geological survey , while the
Texae State Geological Department has given it little attention. Small State publications ,The Geology and Mineral
Resources of Crockett County, and the Geology of Terrell
county, represent all the information available at the
preaebt time.
After careful study of all the available data it
would appear that the Lower Pennsylvanian deposits are
known in Texas in the Yarathon region only, just to the
southwest of the area examined,and in the Central Mineral
Region in North Central Texaa,in Stevena and Eastland and
adjoining counties.

In the latter region the Lower Penn-

sylvanian sediments are entirely of marine origin

,~hile

in

the Uarathon region they consist of some 3000feet of sandstones and shales indicating ,at leaat,ehallow water deposition. Thie period of sedimentation uae followed by a period of great mountain making movements which was very intense in the Marathon country where the rocks were pressed
together in numerous ,closely spaced folds.

These newly

formed mountains were rapidly eroded and again in later Pen
-nsylvanian time submerged by the sea and limestone and shales were deposited covering over like a blanket the much
eroded folds in the early Pennsylvanian measures • Here,
then between the Upper and Lower Pennsylvanian Bede there
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must exist an angular unconformity ,or in other words the
sharply folded, highly dipping beds of Lower Pennsylvanian
age were over1ain by nearly horizontal beds of Upper Pennsylvanian age, and this unconformity may possibly be encountered in very deep drilling in the area examined.
Again, near the end of Pennsylvanian time , the Marathon Mountains were pushed up, and after much erosion
took place , were again sul:merged beneath the sea and the
Gaptank formation , top member of the Pennsylvanian , and
about 8000 feet of Permian Beds were deposited making another ansular unconformity between the Upper Pennsylvanian
Bede and the Gaptank-Permian Beds, and this too may be encountered in deep drilling in the area examined.

It app..

ears that the seas again receded near the end of Permian
time and the region was subjected to erosion which took
place entirely throughout the Jurassic and Triassic periods.

During this erosional period , probably near the

beginining , or possibly in later Permian times , the Red
Beds of the \feet Texas region were deposited.
Another unconformity is apparent in the area examined.
Thie unconformity at the base of the Permian Red Bede,has
been particularly noticed in the region just south of the
Pecos River. The writer's attention was called to this
unconf'ormity by Dr. John Udden of the Texas State Geological Survey , who examined cuttings from both the Reilly
well at Sheffield, (#5 map#2), and the u .e nzie Well , (/l'l
Uap62), about 20 miles from Sheffield.

(5)

In the Reilly Well they got the base of the Red Bede at 2140
feet, having the Word fonnation from 2140 to the bottom
at 3090 feet. The Menzie well reached the base of the Red
Bede at 1550 feet ,immediately below which they encountered the Vidrio Formation,reaching the Word formation at
3740 feet.

If Yr Uddena' correlations are correct it

would prove beyond a doubt the presence of an angular

wi-

conformi ty at the base of the Red Bede in this region.
Thie unconformity is moat interesting and important as it
will be penetrated at shallow depths by wells drilled in
the area • Also, it may have a very important bearing on
the accumulation of oil , as will be explained and diecueeed more fully in this paper under another heading.
In early Cretaceous times the eeas again advanced
over the Marathon region and great beds of limestone were
deposited. These are the limestones found in surface exposures on the area examined for th1e report, and have
been tenned the Devil's River Limestones of the Comanchean Cretaceous,which are of the same age as the Edwards
Limestone and the Walnut Clays of the Edwards Plateau
Region.

It must be remembered, now,

tha~

up to thie time

we have considered three great periods of folding , each
being followed by periods of erosion and then submerged
and deposition followed 9 thus forming three great angular
unconfonnities. The first was between the Lower Pennsylvanian and the Upper Pennsylvanian , the second between

l6)

the Upper Pennsylvania Bede and the Gaptank-Permian Beds ,
and the other between the Gaptank-Permian and the Red Beds ..
Another folding period took place near the end of
Cretaceous times. At this time the Rockies were uplifted
and the entire Texas country , with the exception of the
western Trans-Pecos region, was tilted towards the present Gulf of Mexico.

Probably it was from this folding

that we find the regional dip on the surface in the area
examined to be southeast , or towards the Gulf. Much later
probably near the close of Pliocene , another period of
folding took place in the Marathon region and it would
appear that this folding , together with that at the end
of the cretaceous , is responsible for all surface folds
found in this general region.

It is logical to assume

that these later foldings took place along old lines of
weakness developed in tne older beds

by

the much greater

and more intense forces present at the time of the older
folding • A good example of this is found in the oilfields
of North Central Texas, where terraces and other slight
surface folds , even in eexposuree of upper Pennsylvanian
age , are underlain by intense folding , and beautifully
closed structures in the lower Pennsylvanian Measures have
been revealed by the loge of the many wells drilled there.
The possibilities of the slight surface folds found,in the
area examined, in beds of Lower Cretaceous age, being under
-lain by more intensive folding in the lower measures will
be taken up and discussed later under watructures•.

(7)

In order to understand more fullythe structural conditions existing in the Marathon Mountains, a hasty reconnaisance trip was made to them , in order to study the
trend of the folds in the Pennsylvanian outcrops in southeastern Pecos and eastern Brewster counties.

While not en-

ough work was done here to trace out the trend of the anticlines and other folds , it was noticed particularly that the
many dips taken in the Pennyslvanie..n beds showed consistently
a strike of North 30-40degrees East
ly indicate

, vhich would strong-

that the trend of the folding would be in a

parallel direction • The Pennsylvanian Beds here dip south-east at angles of 30-50 degrees and were found overlain ,
in the area noticed , by Cretaceous limestone beds dipping
in practically the same direction but at angles of only 2-5
degrees.

The snapshots included at the end of this report

may help to illustrate the the existing conditions, The fact
that the overlying Cretaceous dips at all in the direction
of the underlying andateeply dipping Pennsylvanian beds ,is
positive proof that there has been some folding in the region since the deposition of the Cretaceous, and that the
folding evidently took place along the old lines of weakness which were developed during the intense folding of
Pennsylvanian Times.

This is a very important point and

must be kept in mind during the study of the surface folding of the Cretaceous beds in the area examined.
It must be kept in mind ,however, that the unconformity

existing in the Marathon Mountain Region between the Cretaceous and Pennsylvanian beds is greatly exaggerated in
magnitude over the unconformity that could be expected upon
the area examined , which is some distance from the mountains : as the Pennsylvanian folding probably increases as
the mountains are approached. Also, it should be borne in
mind that the unconformity existing in the region between
the Upper and Lower Permian and between the Lower Permian
and Upper Pennsylvanian are missing in the Marathon section
, but they will enter the section as the distance from the
mountains is increased • It would appear that the

Upper

Pennsylvania ,lla.rine Permian and Red Bede have been eroded
in this area , probably during Jurassic and Triassic erosional periods or before Cretaceous times , thus allowing
the Cretaceous limestones to be deposited directly upon
Lower Pennsylvanian measures. In the Pecos River Valley the
Cretaceous rests upon the Permian Red Bede or poeeibly beds
of Triassic age.

In the Reilly well at Sheffield the Red

Bede are underlain by the Word formation , while in the
Menzie well, twenty miles west, they are resting upon the
Vidrio formation which belongs in the section immediately
above the Word !ormation • Therefore , going from the Pecos
Valley towards the Marathon Mountains the Permian Red Bede,
The Word and Vidrio formations gradually disappear until in
the mountains the Cretaceous rests directly upon the Perut13
ylvanian.

(9)

That the structural high of the mountain folding is in
the vicinity of the present mountains cannot be denied ,but
still it ie very probable that intense folds extend out from
them in great plunging anticlines with various closures or
doming along them •
GEOLOGY AND STRATIGRAPHY.
The exposures found in the area examined showed
great beds of limestone , massive to thinly bedded,
being clearly exposed in the steepbluff banks of the
numerous canyons.

This limestone belongs to the Devil's

River Limestone of Comanchean-Cretaoeous Age and corresponds to the the Edwards Limestone and Walnut Clays of the
Edwards Plateau region.
Exposures along the Pecos River in the vicinity of
Parker•e Ranch , where erosion hae cut down into the easily eroded Basement sands , show considerable evidence of
local slumping.

The Basement Sande exposed here have con-

spicuously variegated colors and vary in hardness , texture and composition.

The color varies from light yellow

through shades of brown,red and purple.

The thickness of

the Basement Sands in this area is about 250 feet.
Overlying the Basement Sande are the Walnut .Calys and
Comanche Peak Limestone which have an aggregate thickness
of from 5-30 feet. The lower part contains some sand which
decreases upwards with an addition of calcareous matter
which in turn grades upward into moderately and nodular
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typical Comanche Peak Limestone • The predominant colour
of the Walnut Clay is yellow which grades upward into the
gray Comanche Peak Limestone.
Above the Comanche Peak Limestone is the first division of the Edwards , consisting of shaly limestone, sandy
lime & red brown lime , with a total thickness of 185 feet.
The second division of the Edwards, resting directly upo
the first division has a thicknees of about 90 feet and
consists for the moat part of thinly bedded ,chrome-colored limestone. At the top of this d).vision is the Valley Key
Bed which was used extensively as a marker over the southern
portion of the area detailed.

{See Yap #3)

Above the second division of the Edwards ia the third
division , consisting of about 300 feet of hard white limestone , weathering gray, and at base , immediately overlying
the Valley Key , ie a thick bed of yellowish marl which
weathers white • The presence of the marl, which is comparatively soft and easily eroded, makes the Valley Key, which
ie a hard ledge at the top of the second division , show up
in a very definite ledge which was easily followed by the
plane table party.
One hundred and fifty feet above the Valley Key ie
another prominent thin ledge of hard limestone , stained
red with iron, and which wae used aa a key bed in the northern portion of the area mapped , and was called the Datum

Key.

The elevation of the surface structural contours over

the entire area mapped was based on thie key bed.
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The Colwnnar Section of the Comanchean Cretaceous , is shown
on map #3 ,accompanying this report,and ta which the reader
is ref erred for a general idea of the section exposed in this
area, as well as the position of some of the unconformities
that underlie the surface • As mentioned

before , the deep..

est erosion of the area examined was in the Pecos Valley
which has only cut down to the Basement Sands and possibly
into the Dockum Beds of the Triassic.

GENERAL STRUCTURE,
On account of the very slight folding that has taken
place in the region since the deposition of the surface
beds , it can easily be seen that a thorough study of the
subsurface

structural conditions baaed on surface expos-

ures is practically impossible • However , that there has
been some slight folding in the surface beds since their
deposition is plainly Bhown in the unconformity mentioned
before : where the Cretaceous dipping from 3-5 degrees
rests on Pennsylvanian beds dipping from 30- 60 degrees in
the same direction. Thia shows plainly that there has been
some movement along the old lines of folding since the dePosi tion of the surface beds and on this fact ie hinged our
moat important hypothesis followed in this work : namely,
that what little folding has taken place since the dePoaition of the surface beds , followed the old lines of
weakness developed during the very intensive folding in the
older and buried beds. In other woltla, it has been assumed
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that alight evidence of folding in the Cretaceous would indicate much more intense folding in the buried beds and under the several unconformities known to exist in the region.
Therefore, it could be expected that flattening or a alight reversal in the surface beds would be underlain by more
intense folding in the lower beds where production of oil
or gas could be expected. Similar conditions exist in the
North Central Texas Oilfields as has been previously
mentioned in this paper.
Map #2 accompanying this report shows the areal geology of the general region and also several cross sections
taken along lines as nearly as possible perpendicular to
the strike of the beds • Thia map also shows the locations
of the wells drilled in the area , some of the logs of
which were used in the cross section correlations • It also
shows the location of the hypothetical fold which for con venience of reference has been termed the Emerson -Texon
Line of Folding •
The north cross section along the line A-A (Map

H2

)

Running from the Cain Well (Yap Hl ) 3 miles west of San
Angelo , to the Richardson Well(#2 Map 2), in the so theast
corner
~inith

or

Sterling County , and thence on to the Enders -

Cushing Well (#3 Map 2 ) , in Glasscock county, ahowe

the Richardson Well to be several hundred feet higher structurally than either of the other two. The axis of the
Dnerson-Texon Fold would pass a few miles westof this well •

(13)

Cuttings of samples from these wells were examined by the
laboratory of the University of Texas, and the correlations were made from Dr.Uddene' reports. Thie section
shows considerable evidence of considerable faulting some
-where in the vicinity of the Richardson Well.
The next cross-section to the South ,taken
line B-B,

was

alon~

the

taken from the Texas universitye' •Geo-

logy of Crockett County ,Texas• ,a bulletin by R.A.Liddle
and T.M. Prettyman. Thie publiaation shows a number of
surface sections measured along the Pecos River from
Pandale to Barstow.

Sections numbers four, five and six

of this series were measured on what has been termed by
Dr.Udden ,the Sheffield Terrace, and which according to
him , marks the place where the Marathon Fold croesee the
Pecos River.

Section Number eight measured

it

miles s.of

the 102nd.meridian of longitude , crossing near the location of the

hY!>othetical axis of the Emereon-Texon Fold,

showe the Basement sands considerably higher than they are
to the enet or west.
The Section along the line

c-c,

Map Number Two also

indicates some folding in the upper measureaand considerable folding in the Permian and Lower Pennsylvanian Beds.
Thie Section extends from the Henderson Well ( Number Four,
Yap Two ), in Eastern Crockett County, westward to the Reilly
Yell ,(Number Five ,Map Two ), at Sheffield on the Pecos
River, thence to the Perry Well,( Number Six, Map Two ) ,
fifteen miles north-west of Sheffield & thence to the Kenzie
Well ,( Number Seven,Yap Two ), eight miles and a little south
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of west of the Perry Well. Dr Odden examined cuttings from the
Henderson , Reilly and Menzie Wells , and the section is made
according to his correlations. In the Henderson Well they got
the base of the Permian at 1600 feet , having no Red
Beds , and had Pennsylvanian from there to the bottom at
5920. The Pennsylvanian here consisted mostly of dark brown

shales , many cuttings from which showed oil when tested with
chloroform • Thia is important and should be remembered as
it is a possible source of oil in the area examined ,as
these shales should underlie that region.

There is a fast

west dip from this well to the Reilly Well at Sheffield on the
Pecos River, where the base of the Permian Red Beds was
found at 2140 feet , and the Word Formation of the Marine
Permian was entered and continued to the bottom at 3090 feet.
The Perry Well got the base of the Red Bede at 1200 feet.
No cuttings were examined from this well but they struck a
black sulphur water at 1600 feet , which is similar to the
water obtained from the Reilly at 2600 feet , so that the
beds just below the Red Beds in the Perry Well could logically

be considered

the Word formation • Thie would show

a very rapid south-east dip from the Perry to the Reilly Well.
cuttings from the Menzie Well were examined, which well got
the base of the Red Beds at 1575 feet , going into the
Vidrio Formation immediately below , and reaching the word
formation at 3740 feet.

(15}

This would show a rapid southwest dip from the Perry Well to
the Menzie , and from the rapid south-east dip previously
mentioned from the Perry to the Reilly Well , it would
indicate a great structural high somewhere in the vicinity
of the Perry Well •
Another cross-section measured alobg the line D-D,Map
Number

Two through two water wells drilled in Downie Can-

yon in Northern Terrell county , westward to the Marathon
Mountains in Eastern Brewster County • The cuttings from
the two water wells in Downie Canyon (Numbers Nine and Ten
on Yap Two ) , were studied by Drs.Udden and White, and
correlations were made in this section according to their
reports.

All the Pennsylvanian beds noted in the Marathon

Region were dipping south-east at angles of from thirty to
fifty degrees.

This high dip was especially noticed in

the locality of the Tesnus

formation near the station of

Tesnus on the southern Facific Railroad

only a short

distance east of the western end of the Section D-D.

At

this rate the Tesnus formation would go under the surface
rapidly toward the east and would become several thousand ft
deep

at the Downie Canyon wells • In these wells (number

nine , map two ), the Tesnus was found at 720 feet and ,
lnumber ten,map two), was in the Dimple Formation at 800 ft.
Since well number ten is only three miles east of number
nine , and since the Dimple Formation is above the Tesnus,

(16)

the correlation of these wells shows a rapid east dip in
this particular area.

Now if the dips observed in the

Tesnus Formation in the Marathon Region continued eastward , this formation would be several thousand feet under
the surface in the Downie Canyon , and again, if the east
dip continued to the west as indicated by the Downie Canyon
wells, the Tesnus Formation would be several thousand feet
in the air at the Tesnus outcrop in the Marathon Mountains •
The only logical way to explain the position of the Tesnus
in these two localities is by

assu.~ing

that there is a great

fold in the formations covered over by the Cretaceous surface
beds,and that there is a great syncline present somewhere
between Downie Canyon and Tesnus , as is indicated by the
dotted lines in the section. As can be seen on liap Two , the
axis of the hypothetical Texon-Em.erson Fold would cross this
section very near the Downie Canyon Well Number Nine ,
Another cross-section E-E , Map Number Two , was taken
as nearly as possible along the axis of the supposed northeast -southwest fold, and shows strong evidence of intense
folding in the underlying beds • This section starts at the
Downie Canyon Well Number Nine thence northeast to the Big
Canyon water well,(number eleven ,map two), thence on northeast to the Corder well , (number eight ,map two), which is
considerably west of the axis , thence north east to the Perry
well , also west of the axis , thence northeast to Texon well
~ocated

on the west edge of the axis ,then northeast to the

(17)

Richardson Well ,several miles east of the axis. While this
section does not exactly

follow the axis of the fold , still

it can be seen that it indicates higheand lows alons the axis
of the fold as well as its presence in the sub-surface.
By a study of the contact line between the Cretaceous and
the Pennsylvanian in the Marathon Mountains , it was noticed
that for great distances over into the Pennsylvanian area there
was present

Cretaceous limestones capping Pennsylvanian beds,

indicating that until recently the Cretaceous bedscovered practically these entire mountains.

It is also probable that this

buried mountain extended to the southeast into Southeast Brewster County and Western Terrell County, and is at present only
hidden by a thin blanket of Cretaceous Beds. The many igneous
intrusives present in Brewster County, that have cut the rocks
of Upper Cretaceous Age , would indicate that there may have
been folding there more recently thrui that of the Marathon
Region where the older rocks are exposed.

The idea the writer

wishes to bring out here is , that the Marathon folding cannot
be confined to the area of the outcrop of the Pennsylvanian and
older formations in the vicinity of Marathon , but that the uplift probably extends quite a distance to the east and northeast
, and is hidden only by the lesser folded , overlying beds.
Dr.J.A.Udden ,{University of Texas Bulletin No.1753, pp.56
-58 , ), says regarding the Marathon Uplift :

• Looking at the

ancient Marathon Mountain Structure as a whole , it does not app-ear unreasonable to regard it as suggesting the possibility of

(18)

the existence of buried structures in which oil has accumulated ,
further to the northeast.

If we take into consideration all that

is known concerning the trend of this structure of the ancient
Marathon Mountains , all the way from Solitario on the Brewster Presidio County line to the northeast , the general trend of this
structure , as near as can be made out , is North 40 degrees East.
At the last exposure of the Pennsylvanian to the northeast, at a
point near the Purington Ranch, where the Dimple formation occurs
6

it has a trend in the direction of North 60 degrees East.

There

can be no doubt that this structure extends a considerable distance northeast under the overlying Comanchean limestones. The
last

ex~osure

seen , shows the Carbonif eroue strata in an almost

vertical position. There is no intimation in this or any other
exposures that the mountain structure developed in these old
formations has undergone any modification except that it may have
been cut down to a lower level in this direction. The same , we
may say, is suggested by the isolated uplift coming through the
Comanch an is the Madera Mountains, which suggests also that
there may be a narrowing of the folded region in this direction.
From my observations on all parts of the Glass Mountains , it
appears that the formations from the Vidrio up are much lees
tilted and folded than the Gaptank and other fromations of
probable Pennsylvanian age .It would seem, therefore , that most
of the folding of the Marathon Mountains ante-dated the deposition of the latest Permo-Carboniferous sediments. I beleive
that the Red Beds in the Pecos Valley overlie the Tessey formation.

(19)

These and the overlying Comanchean, therefore,.probably have been
very little disturbed by the Marathon Uplift. So that there
should

exist , under the Comanchean and under the Red Beds,

some places northeast of the Marathon Uplift , where the Pennsylvanian and probably some of the Permo-Carboni1erous lie
folded under the relatively undisturbed Red beds and Comanchean limestones. The Red Beds are entirely impervious and would
make an excellent cover for an oil pool • How far such covered places of tilted petroliferous formations of the Pennsylvanian may be found away from the exposures in the Marathon Country
, no one could say, but it would be no surprise to find them
at a distance of at least 50 or 100 miles beyond the BrewsterPecos County boundary. The trend of the Marathon Mountains would
run through the southeast part of Pecos County into Reagan and
Upton Counties or even farther than this.
" It will be remembered that on the west flank of the Glass
Mountains the Comanchean Limestones have been slightly tilted
and that outliers of this formation occupy some of the highest
points on the mountains. This cannot be altogether due to an
overlap. It certainly represents a slight uplift in post Comanchean
tory

~imes.

or

the

From what is generally known of the geologic hismoun~ain

building forces , it is quite reasonable

to suppose that the post Comanchean disturbances should have
taken place over more than one pa.rt of the buried mountain
system, such as the Marathon Uplift. It ougnt ror this reason
to be practicable to find out how far in a northeast direction
this uplift probably extends, for it can be expected to be
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marked by at least some slight elevation in the later Comanchean sediments. We have here a geologic problem, the solution
of which may be of decided economic significance. In the
distribution of the Comanchean along the North Concho and the
Colorado Rivers, there is nothing to especially suggest such
an uplift. The conditions in the country to the northeast of
the Glass 1'1ountains , along the Pecos River, &re singularly
favourable for the testing of such a theory.
ean Limestones contain

severe~

The Comanch-

sharply marked horizons that

can be followed for lone distances in most of Upton ,Reagan
and Crockett Counties and in the southwest part of Pecos
County.

Quite accurate measuTements of any structure present

can be made • It is , however, a res1on where as yet little
work has been done , and in the absence of any accurate knowledge of the conditions involved, further speculation seems
unprofitable • We can only see that in the buried unconformity which certalnly must exist between the lower folded series
and the overlying roerely gentlyrolded or undisturbed sediments
, there are natural chances for finding accumulations of gas
as well as oil.

Drilling should not be undertaken ,however,

before a thorough geologic excmination has been made whereby
the exceedingly small chance of making the right location for
a test may be materially increased."
Dr.Udden's ideas should be eiven some weight as he has
probably done more work in the Marathon region proper than
any other geologist.

The writer beleives, however, that the

evidence Dr.Udden presents, that the fold takes a trend in the
direction

of North 60 degrees East near the Purington Ranch
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is insufficient and probably is only local , as only one exposure
showed this trend. It may be that he got this strike along the flank
of some local doming a1ong the main axis • His other ideas as stated
above

.~

beleive to be very good&itis beleived that the Marathon

Fold probably underlies Terrell, Pecos, Crockett,Upton,Reagan, and
Western Irion Counties. In these counties, therefore, it is possible
to find underlying the Cretaceous and Red Beds considerable folding
tha~

may offer good traps for the accumulation of oil and gas in

Commercial quantities.
It will be seen from the table of wells drilled , which will be
found in this report under the heading of "Development" , that many
of the wells of this region had fine showings of oil immediately below
the unconformity at the base of the Red Beds •

This is especially

true of the Texon WellslNo.13-Map 2), the Shannon well lNo.15-Map-2),
the TexasTop Well lNo.12-Map 2), the Menzie WelllNo.?-Map 2), the
Reilly WelllNo. 5-Map 2), the Sterling City Well lNo. l?-Map 2 ),
the Corder Well lNo.8-Map 2), the Mc Dowell WelllNo.18-Map 2), and
also the Perry Well lNo.6-Map 2 ), • The Texon Well after producing
for ten months is still good for 175 barrels a day, coming from a
sandy lime immediately below this unconformity. The fact that so
many of the wells drilled in this area had such fine showings of oil
jus~

below

the unconformity at the base of the Red Beds is very

interesting and worthy of consideration.

In fact , it opens up an

almost entirely new theory regarding the accumulation of oil in
this area, which may be of great economic value and worthy of discussion here.
Imagine for a moment this area, before the Red Beds were deposited • Here were great beds of dark and brown shales with lime-
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stones and sandy members as the Pennsylvanian is shown in the
log of the Henderson Well,No.4-Map 2,with these beds highly folded into mountain-like anticlines and domes with the beds broken
and faulted by intense folding and pressure , as can be seen at
the outcrops of these beds in the Marathon Region. After some of
these highs had been

e~oded

to some extent, the seas submerged the

area again, and on top of these eroded folds were deposited and
subsequently iolded , probably along the same lines oi weakness
as developed in the older folding, thick beds of sands and shales
and limes of Penno-carboniferoue age. During this later folding
the older beds were disturbed to a greater extent and the PermoCarboniferous Measures were probably iolded to the extent that
they were faulted and fractured along the tops of the folds. The
topography of the area just after this folding and before erosion
took place was very irregular , with the anticlines and domes
represented by ridges and mounds, as is usually the case. Probably
after some erosion, the seas again came over the region, and a
great inland sea was trapped in this West Texas area in which the
deposition of the Pennian Red Beds began. It can easily be imagined that the touographic highs would form the shallowest portions
of the bottom of this sea, and that therefore , the deposits of
the Red Bede would be thinner there than in the topographic lows
which would probably represent synclines or basins. After the
deposition of the Red Beds, consisting of red clays muds and rocks,
which were undisturoed by folding , there would be an impervious
capping over the old buried structures.

It can be seen
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now how oil in the Pennsylvanian could easily seep up through the
faults and crevices present , as far as the base of the Red Beds,
where it would probably accumulate in sands or other porous
strata • The Red Beds have been very little disturbed by folding
since their deposition and would not be faulted and fractured
to the extent of allowing the oil to seep up into or through them.
Suppose that only small quantities of oil would seep up through
the buried beds in a day or even a year , but considering the
several million years that have elapsed since the deposition of
the Red Beds , it can be seen that vast quantities of oil could
have accumulated in the porous layers immediately under the unconformity. As mentioned before, the Red Beds are probably thinner
on the top of the

buried structures and it can easily be seen

how oil seeping up through the crevices in the lower beds to the
unconformity would have a tendency to migrate on top of the
water to the top of the old buried folds. Since the deposition
of the Red Beds there has been some slight folding in the upper
measures which would increase this tendency for the oil to accumulate in the top of the old folds. At the end of this report
can be found a sketch illustrating this theory.
It is probable that the oil accumulation , according to
this theory , will be found over comparatively wide areas over
the top of the buried folds , and that production will be more
or less spotted, depending upon the porosity of the formations
immediately below the unconfonnity , and also , upon the efficiency of the seal present where the ends of the oil bearing
formations butt into the Red Bede cap.
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Should the basal Red Beds be sand or other porous strata , then
we could expect the oil to accumulate in them as far up as
some impervious stratum , as was probably the case in the
Reilly,Menzie and Corder Wells • The Circle Well{No.14-Map 2)
had no showing of oil but from the log this can be easily
explained

1

since they penetrated the base of the Red beds

at 1620 feet and had immediately below over 800 feet of hard
unbroken lime

1

with no porous layers present. In the Perry

well the Red Beds were penetrated at 1235 feet with 350 feet
of unbroken hard lime immediately below , under which , was
found 30 feet of sand which showed large quantities of gas
with sulphur water. In the Texon Wells they penetrated the
Basal Red Beds at 2950 feet ,and got their production in
the first porous layer below , which was at a depth of about
3027 feet.

In the Texas-Top well they penetrated the base

of the Red Beds at 1304 feet immediately below which they
report eight feet of oil sand , then lime to 1433 ,below
which was seven feet

of sand showing oil and gas. Then lime

to 1470, then limy and showing oil and gas at 1500 and more
sandy lime showing oil and gas at 1525 -1550. Below this
depth most of the formations penetrated were limes with
some sandy layers ,but no oil or gas showings.
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STRUCTURE-LOCAL
On May 25th L923, before being aware of the drilling at
Texon in Reagan County , the writer reported on a small area
west of Sandereon,Terrell County, and described in that report what he termed the Emerson Fold. On Map No.2 accompanying the above report , the extension of this Emerson Fold
was shown , and strangely enough , it strikes very near the
oil well later completed by the Texon Oil and Land Company,
which was drilled on Section 2 Block 2 , University of Texas
lands, Reagan County , Texas. The infonnation on which the
trend of the Emerson Fold was based consisted of dip observations made in the outcropping Cretaceous limestones, as well
as sub-surface data revealed by water wells drilled in the
area , cuttings from which were examined at the University of
Texas and described in "The Geology of Terrell CountY" by
O.C.Wheeler. The projection of it to the NorthEast was also
influenced by the crosssection up the Pecos River made by
Liddle and Prettyman and reported in the "Geology of Crockett
Countyt' • Thie section is section B-B, Map 2 accompanying the
present report , the fold being extended so as to cross the
Pecos River near the point where section No.a of this crosssection was measured.
On the completion of the Texon Well in Reagan County on
May 28th 1923 , as a good producing oil well, the writer was
sent to make a report on the geological conditions associated
with it • On account of the low dip present in the surface
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beds • it was at once decided that the only way to get any
authentic information concerning the slight disturbances of
the strata would be by accurate plane table work; this was
begun

~uly

1st 1923 and continued until Feb.1st 1924.

Distinct key beds were located in the Cretaceous outcrops and careful levels and traverses were run over the entire
area • The detail work showed five foot contours based on the
elevation of the datum key which is located in the section
about 450 feet above the top of the Basement Sands • Several
other keys were used above and below this datum key , but
all contouring was reduced to and based on this one bed.
The detail work showed strong evidences of disturbance
along a line running North 30 to North 35 degrees East • and
passing a little east of the Texon Welle • In places this
disturbance takes the form of a distinct flatenning of the
regional dip, which is south east , a distinct terracing and
often an unmistakable reversal. Thie line of folding has been
tenned for convenience of reference , the Emereon-Texon Line
of Folding , e..nd it appears to show some disturbance over a
width of some three or four miles. It was noted that nearly
everywhere along the axis of this hypothetical fold , there
is some disturbance present in the surface beds • It may
also be said here that the cross sections shown on map No. 2
accompanying this report , crose this axis at as nearly
right-angles as possible and all of them show strong evidence
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of intense folding in the sub-surface • On these sections the
position of the hypothetical a.xis is shown in all cases , and
and it can safely be said that the surface folding becomes
greatly exaggerated under the uppermost unconformity .Since
this is apparently true , then we can further assume that any
structural highs or doming in the surface beds along this fold
will be underlain by highs and domes of much greater magnitude
in the buried beds where production of oil and gas could be
expected.
Several highs or domings were found along the general
axis in this region and these will be discussed separately
in the order of their occurence along the axis from northeast to southwest.
The Mcintosh Dome
The Mcintosh Dome is located just to the southwest of
Stiles , County seat of Reagan County, end about 9 miles
north east of the Texan Wells. This dome , as worked out
by plane-tabling the poor crops present , shows a northwest
reversal of some fifty feet, and a fine closure along the
axis • The work on this structure was done by Mr Ray
Hennen

v.

during the absence of the writer • It would appear

that this structure would warrant the drilling of a test
well • It has already been taken over by a prominent company
upon the recomendation of Mr Hennen , and a well is being
drilled in the north-west corner of Section 1228,Reagan County
Texas, which appears to be located so as to make a good test
of the possibilities of this structure.
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The Texon Field.
There are no good exposures in the vicinity of the Texon
Wells , Block 2 State University Lands , Reagan County , Texas
,but the escarpment a few miles south shows a distinct flatten
-ing or terracing, and it would appear that the lines of folding would pass in a northeast -southwest direction a considerable distance east of the producing wells. From a study of the
logs of the Texan wells Nos. 1,2 and 3, in this field, it would
appear that there was a strong west and northwest dip present
in the producing horizon, which would indicate that the crest
of the structure is still to the east of No.l Thie would also
be indicated by the axis of the general fold • From the meager
information at hand , it would seem that the production should
be to the east of number 1 ,and elongated in a northeast-southwest direction • The production here ie coming from a sandy
lime a little over 3000 feet below surface, immediately below
the base of the Red Beds , in strata of either Marine Permian
or Pennsylvanian age. No.2 which has been deepened to 3107 ft.
showed 50-60 feet of sandy lime ,showing oil,gas and sulphur
water. It is beleived thatthie sand when penetrated on favourable structure may produce large oil wells.
Southwestward from the Texon Field the surface structural
contours show a distinct flattening and slight reversal but no
doming • Just North of the Enders-Smith well in Section 23,
Block 6, University Lands,Reagan County ,Texas, there is a
alight closure of 5 feet.

This closure appears to be on the

edge of the disturbed area • The associated companies well in
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the northwest corner of Section 2, Block,6 ,appears to be located in a syncline as shown by the contours • The depth of the
salt in this well also indicates that it is structurally low,
being lower than either the Texon or the Mid-Kansas Harris well
a few miles to the southwest. Some other evidence of structure
was noticed between the Texon well and the Harris Dome block ,
but with our present knowledge of sub-surface conditions , they
were not thought worthy of a test.

The Harris Dome.
In Block H-H, Crockett County ,Texas, Nineteen miles south
-west of the Texon field , is the Harris Dome , which is a
slight closure along the axis of the general fold.

The structure

shows some 15 feet of closure and is now being drilled

by a

prominent oil compamy , in the southeast corner of section 20,
which should test the possibilities of this structure. It is
beleived that the Red Bede may thin in this direction , and there
-fore production may be found at a shallower depth than in the
Texon wells.
To the southwest of the Harris Dome , along the Pecos River,
Valley, in the vicinity of Parkers Ranch, considerable evidence
of faulting was noticed in the surface beds • In this particular
area the Basement Sands were found cropping at the base of the
escarpment, and it is beleived that this faulting was due to the
undermining of the limestone where the soft and easily eroded
Basement Sande were found cropping at the base of the escarpment, and where they had been washed out by the river.
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Therefore, it is beleived that this faulting has not penetrated
to the beds underlying the surface •

The

Yates Dome.
Located just south of the Pecos River, on the axis of the

general fold is the Yates Dome , which is the most abrupt surface fold encountered anywhere in the region examined. This struc
-ture is apparently elongated in a northwest-southeast direction,
and shows a closure in the surface beds of 125 feet. It is beleived that this structure represents very intense folding in the
buried beds below the unconformity, and would certainly warrant
the drilling of a test well. The best apparent location for a test
well on this structure
the vacancy, and

would be in the north west portion of

a half a mile due west of the south west

corner of River Section 60, Pecos County , Texas.

The Cannon Dome.
Located 8 miles south west of the Yates Dome is the
Cannon Dome , which includes Section 13, Block 194 ,G.C.& S.F.R
R., Sections 9,10,20, 21, 22, 23, 29, 30, and 31, Block 178 ,
T.C.R.R., Sections 14,15, 17, and 18, Block C-3 E.L.

Pecos

County ,Texas. This structure is located exactly on the hypothetical axis , and shows a total closure of about 20 feet. Thereare
two highs on this structure located about three miles apart,
but it is beleived that one structure includes both highs •
It is beleived that this dome would warrant the drilling of
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a test well, a good location fox the same being near the west
half of Section 20,Blockl78, T.C.R.R.co.,

Holmes Dome.
The Holmes Dome located about four miles east of the Pecos
Ranch

structure , The apex of which is located in the northern

portion of Section 16, Block 178, T.C.R.R.Co., Pecos County Tex.
This dome has a closure of some 15 or 20 feet , and is believed
to be located on the eastern edge of the disturbed area similar
in location of the small closure north of the Enders-Smith well.
The desirable acreage on this structure would be , South half
of section 35, southeast quarter of section 34, east half sec.17,
Section 16, the vacancy just east of eection 16 , north half of
section 15, and north east quarter of section 14, all in Block
178, T.C.R.R.co.

It is beleived that this structure would

warrant the drilling of a test well , especially should some of
the other more favourable structures in the area prove productive
, and the best location for it would be the center of the north
half of Section 16, Block 178, T.C.R.R.co.

Blackstone and Slaughter Dome.
The Blackstone and Slaughter Dome located in the south west portion of Block A-2 T.C.R.R.Co., Pecos County Texas, is
a beautiful structure with some 30 feet of closure • It is
located along the hypothetical axis about 8 miles southwest
of the Pecos Ranch Dome

The desirable acreage on this struc-

ture includes 640 acres, or the west half of section 12,
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640, acres or the east half of Section 11, Glen Shuler Survey
#

sections 74,75,76,77,78,79 1 86 1 and 68, Block A-2 T.C.R.R

Co,, Sections 1 and 2, Block 174, T.ll. R.R.Co.,

Judging from

the oil found immediately under the Red Bede in the Corder
well located southwest of this dome , at 2000feet , and the
showings in the Menzie well to the west at 1600 feet and the
showings in the Texas-Top well

and Perry Well to the North-

west it is believed that this structure offers good possibilities for oil.

The best location for a test would be in the

center of the northwest quarter of the east half of Section
11 and it is bekeived that a well here would have a good
chance of getting commercial oil immediately below the Red
Beds.

University Land Nose,
Located six miles southwest of the Blackstone and
Slaughter dome , the contours show a distinct nosing which
may represent doming or a closure in the underlying beds •
It is not beleived that the structural conditions here
would warrant the drilling of a teat well , with our present knowledge of sub-surface conditions, but some acreage
should be obtained to hold ,pending the

outco~e

of testing

on more favourable structures in the region, The most
favourable area would be 9,10 1 11, 13,15,16, and 17 1 Block
37, State University Lands , Terrell County,Texas.
Detailing was not continued farther south west for
the reason that the logs of water wells at the Big Canyon
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ranch and in Downie Canyon showed the Pennsylvanian beds to
be at a shallow depth below the surface , being intensely
folded and fractured to the extent that very little oil
could accwnulate in them •
Summing up then , the important points regarding the
structure of this region , it is evident that:
l.

The Marathon Mountain folds take a trend of about 35-

North 40 degrees East , and probably extend under the blanket of Cretaceous beds a considerable distance to the north
and east of the present outcrops of the old measures in Brewster County.
II.

That the folding under the Cretaceous Beds , caused

by the Marathon Mountain movements would be roughly parallel
to the Marathon Mountain folds.
III.

The cross -sections shown on map No.2 , as well as

well as the detail work done in this area , show unmistakeable evidence of folding along a line taking a bearing of
about North 35-40 degrees East which has been termed the Emerson -Texon Fold.

IV.

That slight folding has taken place since the depoe-

i tion of the surface beds , along lines of weaknee developed
during the older and more intense folding , and that therefore ,
the slight surface folds would only be reflections of the
underlying structures ,
exist

Due to the unconformitiee known to

below the surface , it is reasonable to suppose that the
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slight closures in the surface strata would be underlain by more
intense folding and nicely closed structures in the buried beds •

DEVELOPMENT.
Drilling has been going on in this area for several years
and many wells have been completed • The location of these
wells is shown on map No.,2 accompanying this report and the
table at the end of this report will show all the the in formation available concerning them • The information concerning correlations shown under "remarks" in this table ,
was obtained from reports of the University of Texas where
the cuttings were examined from these wells •

It will be seen

from the table that the most of the wells drilled had
showings of oil or gas immediately below the Red Beds •
Only one well in the Texon field is shown in this table ,
es the scale of the general map was too small to show th-e
other locations. At the present time of writing there have
been three wells completed ,(Texon Nos,1.2,and 3), as
producers , while numbers 4,5,6,7,8,9,and 10, nre now drilling at various depths as follows; No.4-2870, No.5-2537,
No.6-3025,

No.7-1755, No.8-790, No. 9-435 1 No.10-1868.

The Texon No.l is at present producing about 160 barrels a
day .Texon No.3 is at present producing about 30 barrels per

day • Texon No.2

a~ter

showing for 25 barrels per day is

being deepened at 3115 feet.
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CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS.
After a careful study of all the data at the disposal of
the writer , he beleives that the possibilities of opening
se~eral

oil pools in the area examined is good and would

recommend some of the more favourable structures as mentioned
and described above • This is an entirely new country from
the production standpoint , and much is yet to be learned regarding it. One drawback against it is the fact that the area
is not known to be underlain by any well known ,prolific
oil producing horizonlike the Woodbine sand in East Texas or
the Wall Creek and Dakota Sands of the Rocky Mountain Area.
However , that there is an oil bearing horizon under this
area has been proved by the Texan producing wells , and has
also been indicated by many other wells drilled throughout
this region, which had fine showings of oil. Owing to the
uncertain nature of the beds that may be encountered immediately below the Red Beds , which in places may not be porous enough to contain oil , the production could be expected to be more or less spotted.

But to offset this , there

are probably wide areas which offer possibilities and it is
beleived that several paying pools will be diecovered in the
region if development continues.
By the very nature of the structural conditions exist-

ing in this area , production would not necessarily be
confined to the top of the buried structures , but may
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extend well down the limbs , depending upon the porosity
of the beds where the greatest accumulation will be found.
However, the chances for accumulation along the crest of the
buried structures is greater, due to the fact that these
folds will in all probability be more fa.Ulted and broken
along their crests , thus allowing the oil to migrate u:pward more freely. Here too, the water would have a better
chance to carry the oil upward to the top of the structure •
Also, oil which seeped into a sand on the limbs of a buried structure would probably be toward the crest by hydrostatic pressure.
As mentioned above , the writer would recommend the acq
uisition of acreage on the many structural highs as described
under "structures" , end would recommend the drilling of a
test well on the Blackstone and Slaughter Dome • Should
production be encountered there , then it would be logical to
test the several other structures described above in the
following order of importance ; The Pecos Ranch or Cannon
Dome, The Holmes Dome , the University Nose.

Should the

Blackstone and Slaughter be drilled , then acreage on the
other domes named should be secured and held pending the
outcome of the Blackstone and Slaughter teat. The Mcintosh
and Harris Domes, the most interesting structures north of the
Pecos River are already being tested by a prominent oil
company , and it is also understood that they will soon
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drill a test on the Yates Dome.
Should any of the structures examined and described in
this report prove productive , then the writer would strongly
urge that detail parties be sent immediately into this region
to investigate the possibility of parallel folding both east
and west of the hYJ?othetical Emerson-Texon Fold.
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